
Real estate and land acquisition professionals are busier than ever. Day-to-day management of portfolios, 

maintenance needs in current sites, and increasingly demanding clients can be so resource intensive that little 

time is left for vetting new potential opportunities. Data collection is cumbersome, often requiring analysis of 

disparate sources that can be unreliable.

 

Smart mobility insights, powered by electric and connected vehicle data, can help maximize productivity for 

real estate professionals by reducing the time you need to spend analyzing the performance of your current 

portfolio and determining the potential of new opportunities.  

How Smart Mobility Insights 
Can Maximize Property 
Management Productivity 
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Smart mobility insights can help real estate professionals:

How can Smart Mobility Insights transform your business? Get in touch

Grow Operational Efficiency with Smart Mobility 
Products, Tools and Solutions

Accurately Understand Site Performance: visualize how consumers are behaving at and 

around POIs. By analyzing vehicle journeys at scale, electric and connected vehicle data 

shows not only real-time congestion and incidents but also where vehicles were before 

and after visiting a location. This provides unique insight into the target market of a site    

as well as its accessibility.  

Better Negotiate with Gatekeepers and Stakeholders: Wejo’s data visualization tools 

offer allows you to streamline the process of gathering and presenting data to stakeholders 

whether for a permit meeting with local municipalities or performance updates with key 

investors. Not only does it save time, vehicle data’s unprecedented accuracy and speed 

can bolster your credibility. 

Effectively Manage Risk: Making informed decisions about which new opportunities have 

potential, and where to divest, requires reliable, up-to-date information. Electric and 

connected vehicle data offers a great resource for real estate professionals who want 

to more effectively manage risk because it offers both real-time and historic visibility into 

consumer behavior in and around portfolio sites.      

Wejo’s smart mobility solutions drive productivity by providing a cost-effective and reliable way to make 

more informed decisions. 

Changing How You Do Business

Generated directly from advanced sensors in millions of active cars, connected vehicle data is 

accurate up to 3 meters, compared to miles with other sources, and updated every few seconds. 

This granularity provides unprecedented accuracy and reliability, ensuring the data you are 

making decisions on is information you can trust.

Precision & Accuracy

Wejo’s smart mobility products, tools and solutions are built with privacy measures at their core. 

Vehicle journey data is collected and processed without accessing driver identities and other 

personal identifiable information (PII). 

Privacy-by-Design

Study trends across multiple sites at the same time and view your entire portfolio with the click of a 

button, or track competitor portfolios while simultaneously monitoring your own investments. 

Multi-site Analysis
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